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After a long time waiting the result comes out!I have many worlds

want to tell other people who wants to take part in this exam.First i

would report my marks,that is overall 6.5 listening 7 reading 7 writing

6 speaking 6.I have prepared for about one month.I would like to

share my experience.My cet4 is 82,and cet6 is 72 which is passed in

the forth times.According to the four items of the test,i would divide

the experience into four parts.A.listening1.Word----------is very

useful,be sure when u write down the word,u can keep up with the

teacher and do not make any spelling mistakes.2.Ability-------book1

and book2 and listen to BBC eveyday,just twenty minutes is

enough.if u can not understand what they said,u can just write down

the sigle world,that is useful too!if u still have sometime u can use

,that would give u a new understand of this test.and the cambridge 1

to 3 is also included for they are the Bible of this test.and the useful

way is u must listen to many times!!!the more the

better!!!B.reading1.Word----------cet4 is enough but if u can reach

cet6 then that would be better.2.Ability--------u can read or ,just one

piece for one day is enough.and cambridge 1 to 3 is also included

and look for the wrold which u do not know the meaning.the speed

is more important.control ur time when u do the exercise!and u can

also find some original of the test,be familar with the content of the

article of the test. C.writingReciting the good sentence and writing



some diary is helpful.If u want to get 7,u should ask someone to

rewrite ur paper,and must pay attention to the structure!the best way

is thinking in English!Go to some english website is a good method

too.D.speakingFinding a foreign friend through MSN or go to some

english chat rooms,just talk with him and write some letters to

him.and u should also find a book about the oral topics,u just need

think of them ,but must prepare part two at least four topics,that are

about a person a place a story a thing.if u want to get 7 u must say

some difficult world.In ur daily life u should think in this

way,whatever u met u should think how to say this in English?At last

u should do some mimic test,completely according to the

requirement of the test.the BY Mark Morgan is highly

recommended.The listening is nice,is equal to the real test,the

reading article is not long enough but the question is good,but more

difficult than the real one.and u can watch for relaxaton!During the

preparation u must be nervours and distraught,even want to kill

urself,but do not worry,this test is just a test,do what u can then u can

reach the splendid bank!! 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目

直接下载。详细请访问 www.100test.com 


